SYLLABUS TEMPLATE:

SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Nursing
Nursing (course number)
Term and Year

Course Title: As listed in catalog

Course Credit: As listed in catalog

Course placement: In the curriculum i.e. Second Semester

Course Prerequisites: As listed in catalog

Concurrent Courses: As listed in catalog or as determined by academic plan

Class Times and Locations: as listed in schedule

Faculty Member(s): List ALL faculty teaching any portion of the course, theory and clinical

Krista Wolcott, MSN, RN
Office – Nichols Hall -- By Appointment
Email – wolcottk@sonoma.edu
Phone – 707-548-6968

Course Description: As listed in catalog word for word

Course Narrative: This is where you can be as creative as you wish to discuss the content of your course

Course Objectives: (these were sent through SSU curriculum, to the BRN and ACEN from our 2011 curriculum revision. They cannot be changed at this time. We can review as a team after our ACEN and BRN final reports Sp 2016 Please review our original curriculum from 2011 to be sure these match. If you have a combined Theory and Clinical course both outcomes must be listed under each of the nine concepts.) The critical framework for Post-Licensure curriculum and this course are based on the philosophy of the Sonoma State University Nursing Department, drawn from the work of Josephine Paterson and Loretta Zderad (Humanistic Nursing, 1976).

1. Human Caring:
   a. Theory
   b. Clinical
2. Critical Thinking:
3. Communication:
4. Advocacy/Social Justice:
5. Teaching/Learning:
6. Professionalism:
7. Leadership:
8. Research/Evidence Based Practice:
9. Cultural Competency:

Required Textbooks:

Remember to include ATI
Additional readings and web-based resources may be posted on Moodle and assigned throughout the course.

Required Technology:

Computer requirements: Access to a computer with the most current version of Java (can be downloaded free at http://www.java.com/en/), Microsoft Office suite (can be purchased from the bookstore for $15.00), built in or attached microphone, built in or attached webcam

Internet requirements: access to a stable Internet connection